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Abstract 
Heckmann, R., Stable power domains, Theoretical Computer Science 136 (1994) 21-56. 
In the category of stable dcpo's, free constructions w.r.t, algebraic theories exist. From this, we 
obtain various stable power domain constructions. After handling their properties in general, we 
concentrate on the stable Plotkin power construction. For continuous ground domains, it is explicitly 
described in terms of saturated compact sets. In case of algebraic ground domains, this description is
isomorphic to Buneman's Iossless power domains. 
1. Introduction 
In [3], Berry introduced the notion of stability to ban certain parallel functions like 
the "parallel or" from the semantic domains of sequential languages. Although 
stability does not exclude all parallel functions, it can be understood as an approxima- 
tion to the - not yet semantically describable - notion of sequentiality. 
Berry introduced a special kind of domains - the dl domains - as the objects of his 
category of stable mappings. Like the classical category of Scott domains and 
continuous functions, the category of dI domains suffers from the fact that it is not 
small complete: equalizers of parallel pairs of morphisms do not exist in general. It is 
well known that the category of Scott domains can be embedded into the much larger 
category of all dcpo's that is both small complete and cartesian closed. In [1], Amadio 
presented a category of stable dcpo's and "stable" mappings that is small complete and 
cartesian closed, and contains the dl domains as a full subcategory. At the end of his 
paper, Amadio asks whether stable power constructions exist. We now can answer 
this question: yes, they exist, but they differ much from their classical analogues. 
In the previous paragraph, we put the word stable into quotes, because the stable 
mappings of Amadio are called conditionally multiplicative (cm) by Berry. Being cm is 
an approximation of the mathematically complex notion of stability in [3]. Whereas 
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on dI domains, stability and cm are equivalent notions, this is not true for more 
general kinds of domains. Nevertheless, we shall adopt Amadio's habit to call the cm 
functions stable (cf. Definition 2.1). 
In Section 2, we introduce the category SCPO of stable dcpo's (scpo's) and stable 
maps. In Section 3, we indicate that it admits free constructions for algebraic theories. 
We also investigate such free constructions in general. In Section 4, this knowledge is 
applied to several power theories and the corresponding free constructions. It is 
shown that lower power constructions are degenerated, and upper constructions 
suffer from the fact that their extension functional is not monotonic. Thus, only the 
stable analogue ~ of the classical convex or Plotkin power construction is considered 
further. 
So far, ~X was implicitly characterized as the free stable semilattice over the scpo 
X. In the second part of the paper, our goal is to develop explicit descriptions of ~X 
for certain classes of ground domains X. Without any hints how to proceed, it would 
be a difficult task to find an explicit description. Fortunately, the theory of the 
classical upper or Smyth power construction(s) in the category DCPO provides 
enough intuition how to obtain explicit stable power construction(s) in SCPO. 
Upper power constructions in DCPO may be defined in the following ways 
[20,7, 12, 11]: 
(1) qliX is defined as the free q/-algebra in DCPO over the dcpo X, as proposed in 
[13]. This is analogous to what we do in the first part of this paper. 
(2) A functional definition: Let q/ fX= [ [X~U]  add ~U] be the set of all additive 
nonempty "second-order predicates" over X. Here, U is { 1,0} with 1 r- 0. Additive 
means A()~x.0)=0 and A().x.px+qx)=Ap+Aq, and nonempty means A(2x. 1)=1. 
As we are in DCPO, the function spaces are equipped with the pointwise order. 
(3) Let q/~X be the set of all Scott open filters of Scott open sets of X ordered by 
inclusion, as defined in [20]. Since continuous functions to U correspond to Scott 
open sets, q/~X and °gfX are isomorphic for all dcpo's X. 
(4) A topological definition: Let qlkX be the set of all nonempty Scott compact 
upper sets of X ordered by inverse inclusion _~. In [20], ~kX and ~X are shown to 
be isomorphic iff X is sober in its Scott topology. In this case, the second-order 
predicate A corresponding to a nonempty compact upper set S is defined by Ap = 1 iff 
there is x in S with px = 1. 
(5) The algebraic ase: I fX  is algebraic, let ~aX be the ideal completion of the poset 
of all nonempty finitely upper subsets of the basis of X, ordered by inverse inclusion. 
Here, finitely upper means TE for some finite set E. 
We already mentioned that qlfX, oll~X, and q-/kX are isomorphic for sober X. q/kX 
and q/iX are isomorphic for continuous X, whereas they differ for some noncontinu- 
ous (but still sober) X [11]. In case of algebraic X - the only case where it is defined 
q/aX is isomorphic to the other upper power domains. 
These results about classical upper constructions have led our search for explicit 
descriptions of ~. In Section 5, we introduce the basic results of "stable topology" 
needed in the further development. In Section 6, we define a construction ~fX  in 
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terms of second-order predicates, and transform it into a filter representation N®X 
and a topological representation ~kX, provided that X is "stably sober", which is 
satisfied by every continuous cpo. Under the assumption of continuity of X, we show 
in Section 7 that ~kX is the free stable semilattice over X, i.e., NkX ~ NX. In Section 
8, we turn to the algebraic ase and derive from ~'kX a representation f~X via basis 
and ideal completion, which, surprisingly, coincides with the lossless power domains of 
[4, 14], which were proposed without any regard of stability or universal properties. 
In Section 9, we consider various classes of scpo's, and investigate whether they are 
preserved by the stable power construction. 
The present paper is a shortened and generalized version of the technical report [9]. 
It is more general, because the report shows ~kX ~ ~X for a special class of 
continuous cpo's only. It is shortened, because we omitted the more obvious proofs 
as well as some more sophisticated proofs that are not on the main course of 
development. For the latter, we explicitly refer to the corresponding fact in the report. 
2. The categories DCPO and SCPO 
In Section 2.1, we present some standard notations and the category DCPO of 
dcpo's and continuous functions. In Section 2.2, we introduce the small complete and 
cartesian closed category SCPO of stable dcpo's (scpo's) and stable maps. The notion 
of compatibility, which is essential for the definition of stability, is in Section 2.3 
generalized to weak compatibility. Section 2.4 deals with the full subcategory of 
separable scpo's, which is still small complete and cartesian closed. When we apply 
topological methods in this paper, we usually have to restrict ourselves to separable 
scpo's. 
2.1. Standard notations 
A poser (partially ordered set) is a set P together with a reflexive, antisymmetric, 
and transitive relation E. We often identify the poset (P, _ ) with its carrier P. 
For A _~ P, let SA be the set of all points below some point of A, and correspond- 
ingly TA the set of all points above some point of A. A set A ~_ P is a lower set iff 
J,A=A, and an upper set iff TA =A. 
We refer to the standard notions of upper bound, least upper bound or join 
(denoted by ~,), greatest lower bound or meet (denoted by n), directed set, and 
monotonic function. A function f: P--+Q is an order embeddin9 of P into Q iff a __ b in 
P is equivalent to fa E_ fb in Q. 
A dcpo is a poset where every directed set has a join. A dcpo need not have a least 
element. A particularly important dcpo is 2= {2_, T } where 2_ r- Y. A monotonic 
function f:  X--+ Y between two dcpo's is continuous iff it preserves the joins of directed 
sets. It is well known that the category DCPO of dcpo's and continuous maps is small 
complete (i.e., has all limits) and cartesian closed (i.e., has finite products and 
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exponentials). We refer to this category as "classical ''1 in contrast to the "stable" 
category to be introduced later. 
If an upper set O has the property that ~ D cO implies D c~ O # 0 for all directed sets 
D, then it is called Scott open. The Scott open sets of a dcpo X form a topology on X, 
the Scott topology. 
In a dcpo, a point x is way-below a point y, in formulae x,4y, if for all directed sets 
D, y _E U D implies x _E d for some d in D. A subset B of a dcpo X is a basis if for all 
x in X, the set {b e Blb '4 x } is directed with join x. A dcpo X is continuous iff it has at 
least one basis. For every continuous dcpo X, the whole carrier X is a basis. 
In a dcpo, a point a is isolated iffit is way-below itself. A dcpo X is algebraic iffit has 
a basis of isolated points. This basis then consists of all isolated points, and is 
contained in every other basis. An algebraic dcpo can be recovered from its poset of 
isolated points by ideal completion. 
2.2. Stability 
Two points a and b of a poset are compatible, aTb, if they have a common upper 
bound. Stability is the requirement to respect meets of pairs of compatible points. 
Definition 2.1. A dcpo X is stable iff every pair of compatible points a T b of X has 
a meet a rn b, and the meet operation is continuous for compatible points: if D _ X is 
directed and x T ~ D, then x m ~ D = [_]d~D X rn d. We abbreviate the wording stable 
dcpo to scpo. 
A function f:X--, Y between two scpo's is stable iff it is continuous and respects 
compatible meets: a T b implies f(a rn b)=fa rnfb. The category of scpo's and stable 
functions is called SCPO. 
Note that our definition of scpo's and stable functions equals that in [1] except for 
the slight change that we do not require a bottom element in the scpo's. This is 
important for the existence of equalizers. 
Every set induces an scpo when ordered by x ~ y iff x =y.  Such scpo's are called 
discrete. Every map from a discrete scpo to an arbitrary scpo is stable. 
Theorem 2.2. The category SCPO is small complete and cartesian closed. The product 
of a family (Xi)i~ of scpo's is the product of the carrier sets of the Xi with order (xl)i~1 
E (x'i)i~1 !ffxi E_ x~for all i in I. The equalizer of a parallel pair of stable functions 
f ,  g :X~ Y is {x6X ]fx =gx} with order inherited fi'om X. The exponential IX--* Y] 
consists of the stable functions from X to Y ordered by the stable order: 
J~_g iff Vx, x' eX: (x gx'  implies fx=Jx'  mgx). 
1In view of the morphisms, "continuous" would be more appropriate, but unfortunately, this notion is 
overloaded: it also describes a possible property of dcpo's. 
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The stable order implies the pointwise order, i.e., f ~ g implies fx  c 9x Jor all x in X. 
Directed joins and compatible meets are given pointwise in [X~Y] :  
(~Jiel fi )X=UiE1f ix  and ( f  mg)x=fxmgx.  
Proof. Cartesian closedness i shown in [1]. The treatment of finite products can be 
easily extended to general products. The verification of the claimed equalizers is 
straightforward. [] 
The main difference to the classical case is that functions are not ordered pointwise. 
Thus, the exponential [X~ Y] cannot be canonically embedded into the product [Ix~x Y. 
In [17,2], it is shown that the simply typed ).-calculus can be interpreted in any 
cartesian closed category so that types denote objects and 2-expressions denote arrows. In 
the sequel, we identify 2-expressions and arrows, types and objects. For instance, 2x x . x is 
the identity idx on object X, and 2x x . g(fx) is the composition of J :X~ Y and g : Y~Z.  
The type superscripts at variables will often be dropped. The fact that simply typed 
2-calculus can be interpreted in the category SCPO then means that every well-typed 
closed 2-expression that is built from stable functions is a stable function again. We 
shall use this fact to avoid many explicit proofs of the stability of particular functions. 
2.3. Weak compatibility 
Both scpo's and stable maps are defined using the compatibility relation T. How- 
ever, this relation has the drawback that it is not "continuous" in general, i.e., it is not 
closed under directed joins. Consider the following example found in [14] (see Fig. 1). 
This is an algebraic scpo, where x, T y, via u, for all n, but the limit points x and 
y are not compatible. 
In this section, we show how this problem can be overcome by introducing weak 
compatibility. With A = Ax = {(x, x) I xeX }, it is easily seen that u T v iff (u, v) E + A. This 
leads to the definition that u and v are weakly compatible, uT v, iff(u, v)~cl A, where 'cl' 
denotes Scott closure. 
By the definition of scpo's, only meets of compatible points are required to exist. 
This can be generalized to weakly compatible points. 
Proposition 2.3. In every scpo, meets of weakly compatible points exist and the meet 
operation is continuous. In fi)rmulae: m' cl Ax--*X is defined and continuous for every 
scpo X. 
XI / \  
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Proof. By Proposition 2.4 in the report [9], the set Dr of all pairs, whose meet exists, 
in Scott closed in X 2, and • :Dn ~X is continuous. Since +Ax ~-Dn and Dn is closed, 
cl Ax ~ D~ follows. 
We now present some properties of weak compatibility. 
Proposition 2.4. (1) I f  x ~ x' in X and y ~ y' in Y, then (x, y) ~ (x',y') in X x Y. 
(2) Let f:X--* Y be continuous. If xT x' in X, then fx Tfx' in Y. 
(3) Let f :X~ Y be stable, and let x T x' in x.  Then f(x77 x')=J~ mfx' holds. 
Proof. Parts (1) and (2) are shown by straightforward (Scott) topological arguments. 
For (3), the set {(x,x ' )~c lAxL. f (xmx' )=fx~fx '}  is shown to be closed. 
By Proposition 2.3 and Proposition 2.4 (3), compatibility could be replaced by 
weak compatibility in Definition 2.1 without changing the notions of scpo and stable 
function. 
2.4. Separability 
Now, we define separability as a possible property of scpo's. In the remainder of this 
paper, we shall often meet statements hat can be proved for separable scpo's, but not 
for general ones. 
Definition 2.5. An scpo X is called separable iff for all points a and b of X with a ~ b, 
there is a stable map a:X~2 with aa ¢ab,  i.e., aa=T and ab=_L. We say that 
a separates a from b. 
In the classical case, all dcpo's are separable: if a ¢ b, then mapping all points 
below b to J_ and all other points to 3- is a continuous map h : X~2 with ha = T and 
hb = ±. Stability of this map is not guaranteed however, whence the situation in case 
of SCPO is more complex. There are separable scpo's as well as nonseparable ones. 
In Section 7.1, we shall prove that every continuous cpo is separable (Theorem 7.2). 
Here, continuity of an scpo means continuity in the usual sense of the underly- 
ing dcpo. Thus, all the scpo's that occur in common semantic theories will be 
separable. 
On the other hand, an example of a nonseparable scpo is given by the set RC of 
regular closed subsets of the interval [0..1] of the real numbers, ordered by set 
inclusion. RC was introduced in [-5] as an example of an atomless complete Boolean 
algebra. It has uncountably many elements, but the only stable maps from RC to 2 are 
the two constant maps ,ix. ± and 2x. T, which cannot separate anything. 
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Problem 1. Is there a universal separator S such that replacing 2 by S in the definition 
above would make all scpo's separable? 
Separability has the following properties. 
Theorem 2.6. (1) Product of separable scpo's are separable. 
(2) Sub-scpo's of separable scpo's are ,separable. 
(3) I f  Y is separable, then IX---, Y] is separable. 
Proof. The proofs of (1) and (2) are straightforward, whereas (3) is a bit involved 
because of the stable order. This is Theorem 2.11 in the report [9]. D 
By this theorem, the category of separable scpo's is also small complete and 
cartesian closed. 
3. Free constructions on stable dcpo's 
Since we want to define stable power constructions as free constructions w.r.t. 
certain algebraic theories, we first investigate these constructions in general. Theories 
and free constructions are introduced in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we show that 
under a mild hypothesis, the generator function is an order embedding for separable 
ground domains. In Section 3.3, we present acriterion for the stability of the extension 
functional of free constructions. Stability holds if the corresponding theory is exponen- 
liable, i.e., can be raised to function spaces by abstraction. 
3.1. Algebraic theories and Jree constructions 
Usually, an algebraic theory consists of a set of operators with given arity and a set 
of axioms in form of equations L = R over these operators. Since we want to consider 
algebraic theories in the category SCPO, we also allow inequations L ~ R as axioms. 
Algebraic theories with inequations are needed for the lower and upper power domain 
constructions. 
A model of an algebraic theory Y- in the category SCPO, or shortly a ~--algebra, is 
an scpo - the carrier - together with a set of stable functions the operations 
interpreting the operators and satisfying the axioms, The functions interpreting 
operators of arity n have type X"~X where X is the carrier. A J -a lgebra homomor- 
phism, or shortly Y-morphism, is a siable function between the carriers of 9--algebras 
preserving all operations. 
There is an obvious forgetful functor from the category of J -algebras and Y-  
morphisms to SCPO. We do not make this functor explicit, but identify a 3"-algebra 
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with its carrier, thus speaking of e.g. stable functions f:X--+A from an scpo X to 
a ~-'-algebra A. 
Definition 3.1 (Free constructions). A free construction J -=(~-- ,s ,  E) for a theory 
f maps every scpo X into a Y-algebra JX  such that there is a stable function 
s:X--+J-X, and for every J--algebra A and every stable function f:X--+A, there is 
a unique Y-morphism Ef:~-X--+A extending f, i.e., Efo s=f .  ~-X is called the free 
J--algebra over X. The elements x with x in X are its generators. 
As can be seen from the definition, we adopt the convention to denote a free 
construction by the same symbol as its algebraic theory. Categorically speaking, free 
constructions for ~-- are left adjoint to the forgetful functor from g-algebras to scpo's. 
Free constructions are uniquely determined up to isomorphism. The most important 
fact is the existence of free constructions. 
Theorem 3.2. In the category SCPO, free constructions exist for all algebraic theories. 
Proof. This is Theorem 2.7 in the report [9]. [] 
The following two subsections will be concerned with two general questions: 
(1) Is the generator map s:X--+~-'X an order embedding? 
(2) Is the extension functional E:[X--+A]--+[YX--*A] stable? 
We shall provide sufficient conditions to answer both questions with "yes". In doing 
so, we will find some obstacles that do not exist in the classical case. 
3.2. Nondegeneration 
First, we tackle question (1) above. We show that s is an order embedding if there 
are nondiscrete J--algebras and X is separable. An scpo is discrete iff a _E b implies 
a = b. Consequently, it is nondiscrete iff there are points a and b such that a r-- b, i.e., 
a _E b and aCb. 
Theorem 3.3. I f  there is at least one nondiscrete Y-algebra, then s : X- -+YX is an order 
embedding for all separable scpo's X. Otherwise for all nondiscrete X, s is not injective. 
Proof, Let A be a nondiscrete 3-algebra, and let u,v in A with u r-- v. Let X be 
a separable scpo and let sx _E sx' for two points x and x' of X. We have to show x _E x'. 
Assuming the contrary, there is a stable map or" X-+2 such that crx = Y and crx'= I .  
Mapping ± to u and T to v forms a stable map r: 2--+A. The compos i t ion f=To o" 
X--+A is stable, and maps x to v and x' to u. Its extension Ef:J-X--+A maps 
Ef(sx) =fx = v and Ef(sx') = u contradicting sx E_ sx'. 
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Finally, consider the "otherwise" case: all J-algebras are discrete. If X is nondis- 
crete, then there are points x E x' in X. Then sx G sx' follows, whence sx = sx'. Thus, 
s is not injective. 
3.3. Stability of extension 
In this section, we present conditions for the stability of the extension functional. 
Following [18], stability of extension ("functional strength") is equivalent o the 
"tensorial strength" of the monad induced by the free construction. This "strength" is
necessary in Moggi's semantic framework. Practically speaking, a stable extension 
allows the derivation of a host of further stable functions. 
An important example of a function derived from E and s is the mapping functional 
M. The extension functional has particular instances E: IX ~- -Y ]  - ,  [3X~Y Y]. By 
defining Mr= E(sof), one obtains mapping functionals M : [X~ Y]--* 
[J-X---,3-Y]. These functionals can be shown to be functorial: M id=id and 
M(9 o f )= M go Mr. The generator functions then become a natural transformation 
because of Mfos= E(sof )os=sof .  The generator functions then become a natural 
transformation because of Mfos=E(s  o f )cs=s  of Stability of E directly implies 
stability of M, which is needed to show, for instance, the closedness of the class of 
stably bifinite scpo's under certain power constructions ( ee Theorem 9.7). 
In the sequel, we shall show by means of the 2-calculus that extension is stable 
whenever the underlying algebraic theory can cope properly with function spaces. 
Definition 3.4. An algebraic theory Y is exponentiable iff for every scpo X and 
~--algebra A, the function space [X - ,A ]  becomes a J--algebra, if the operations 
op~ on A are raised to operations Op[x~A] on functions defined pointwise: 
op[x~Al(.fl . . . . .  f .) = 2x x. OpA (fl X ..... f ,x). 
In the classical case, all theories are exponentiable: since both equality and order of 
functions are defined pointwise, the validity of the axioms on A implies the validity on 
[X - ,A] .  In the stable case, the situation becomes more complex because functions are 
not ordered pointwise. Thus, certain inequational axioms cannot be lifted to the 
function space, whereas others can be. Examples are provided by the axioms of the 
various power theories introduced in Section 4. 
Theorem 3.5. Free constructions,['or exponentiable theories have stable extension. 
Proof. Since it is too complex to prove stability of E directly, we construct a stable 
function E and show that it equals E. 
Let us consider the closed 2-expression a- ) ,x  x.2f[x-~A].fx with type 
X- -* [ [X- ,A]~A] .  By exponentiability, [ [X- ,A]- - ,A]  is a Y--algebra. Thus, a has 




=-2 f [x+AI. ~.U yx .  Eau f : [X--* A ]+[3-X- - ,  A]. 
The function E is stable because it is built from stable functions by means of the 
2-calculus. To complete the proof, we have to show E f= Effor all stable f: X--,A. This 
is done by the uniqueness assertion of freeness. The right-hand side is a Y-morphism 
by definition of Ef The left-hand side is a Y-morphism since for every operation 
Opyx,  
P-f (opjx (xl .. . .  , x.)) = Ea (op~x (x 1 .. . .  , x,)) f 
-= op[[X~ Al~a] (Eax  1 . . . . .  Eax,) f 
=op,t(Eaxl f ,  .... Eax . f )  
=opA (E.fxl .... , E fx, ) .  
Here, we used the fact that Ea is a Y-morphism as the extension of a. Next, we show 
that Ef  and Ef coincide on generators. Ef(sx) yields f~c, and 
E!f(sx) = Ea (sx) f=  axf=fx  
shows that Ef(sx) yields f~c, too. 
4. Power theories and free power constructions 
In this section, we introduce power domain constructions as free constructions 
w.r.t, certain algebraic theories, and investigate their properties. All our power 
theories contain a binary operation that is commutative, associative, and idempotent. 
We show that stability imposes severe restrictions on such operations. Then, we 
specialize the results of the previous ection: we investigate which power constructions 
properly embed the ground domain into the power domain, and consider stability of 
the extension functional. After this, we show how the power domains of different 
theories are related to each other. Finally, we treat a particularly simple case of scpo's, 
where the power domains can be constructed explicitly. 
The plain power theory ~ has just one binary operation + that is commutative, 
associative, and idempotent: 
+'AxA~A,  a+b=b+a,  a+(b+c)=(a+b)+c,  a+a=a.  
~-algebras are also called semilattices. In every semilattice, there is a derived order 
defined by a ~< b iff a + b = b. In general, this order differs from the order ~_ of the 
underlying scpo. The derived order ~< will not be used in this paper. 
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The free construction for theory ~ is called convex or Plotkin power construction i  
the classical case. The name Vietoris construction is also in use. In the stable case, 
there is nothing convex in this construction. 
The theory ~o has a neutral element for + : 0"A a+0- -a .  
The theory ~± has a distinguished least element: Z : A ± G a. 
Finally, the theory ~o enjoys the existence of both 0 and -1_. In the classical case, the 
free construction for this theory was investigated in [8]. We call the four theories 
introduced so far plain power theories in contrast o the lower and upper theories 
which are defined in the sequel. 
The lower theories ~,  ~o ,  £,o, and ~o are derived from the corresponding plain 
theories ~ through ~ o by means of the additional inequational axiom a _ a + b. The 
free construction for L~ is called lower or Hoare power construction in the classical 
case. The upper theories q/, etc., result from the plain theories by adding the dual 
axiom a + b ___ b. The free construction 0//is called upper or Smyth power construction. 
In all power theories, there is a commutative, associative, and idempotent opera- 
tion +.  The requirement of stability puts severe restrictions on such operations. 
Lemma 4.1. Let X be an scpo, and + "X x X - - .X  a stable operation that is com- 
mutative and idempotent. Then a T b in X implies a + b = a nb .  
Proof. Proposition 2.4(1) implies (a, b) T (b, a). Then 
a+b . . . . .  (a+b) m(b +a) s~a__b. (a mb)+(b ma) ia- = _ =arab .  
This lemma implies that addition is strict. 
Corollary 4.2. I f  X is an scpo with least element ±,  and + "X x X~X is stable, 
commutative, and idempotent, hen x + J_ = ± + x = ± holds for all x in X. 
Lemma 4.1 also implies that lower power domains are degenerated. 
Proposition 4.3. Nonempty ~-algebras have singleton carriers. 
Proof. Let a and b be two elements from an 5C-algebra. By the lower axiom, we get 
a G a + b and b _E a + b, whence a Y b. Lemma 4.1 implies a + b = a m b, and therefore 
a=b.  Z 
The upper and plain power constructions are not degenerated. Consider the scpo 
U={1 r- 0} with addition 0+0=0 and 0+ 1 = 1 +0= 1 +1 = 1. It is easily checked 
that this addition is stable, commutative, associative, and idempotent. Furthermore, 
U is an algebra for all the plain and upper power theories from ~ through q/o. Since 
U apparently is nondiscrete, we may conclude from Theorem 3.3 the following. 
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Proposition 4.4. For all separable X, the singleton map s : X-~cgX is an order embed- 
ding, if c~ is any of the upper and plain constructions ~ through rill °. 
Since separability is implied by continuity (Theorem 7.2), the singleton map is an 
order embedding for all stable domains that occur in practical semantics. 
Problem 2. What about the singleton map if the ground domain is not separable? 
Problem 3. Is separability preserved by the power constructions mentioned 
above? 
The next question to consider is the stability of the extension of the various 
power domain constructions. By Theorem 3.5, we have to check the exponentiability 
of the power theories. The plain theories ~ and ~o are exponentiable since they 
are purely equational, and equality of functions is still defined pointwise in the 
stable case. The theories ~± and No are also exponentiable because of the following 
fact. 
Proposition 4.5. I f  _L is the least element of Y, then 2x. ± is the least element oJ 
[X-~Y]. 
From Theorem 3.5, we can now conclude the following. 
Proposition 4.6. The extension functionals are stable for all plain theories ~ through 
~o 
In contrast o this, the upper theories are not exponentiable, and their extension 
functionals are not stable in general; they are not even monotonic. 
For nonexponentiability, consider the following example: U = { 1 ~ 0} is an algebra 
for all upper theories. We choose X = 2 = {_1_ v- T }. The function space [2~U]  with 
pointwise addition violates the upper axiom. Representing functions f by pairs 
( f L ,  f T ), we notice that (1,0) and (0, 0) are incomparable in the stable order, whence 
(1,0)+(0,0) ~ (0, 0). 
For the theory o//, we now present an example showing that the mapping functional 
M is not always monotonic. For the remaining upper theories, similar examples exist. 
Let 2={a,b} be the scpo with two incomparable points a and b, and let 
2={3_E  T} as usual. One can show that their ~-powerdomains look 
as follows: 
sa sb sT 
a+sb s± 
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The function space [2--*2] with the stable order looks as follows, i ff is represented by 
the pair (fa,fb): 
(T,±) (_L, T) 
In this domain, (T, _I_) _E(T, T)  holds, but M(T , .±)=(sa  ~--~sT, sb ~--~s±, 
sa+sb ~--.s_l_) is not stably below M(T ,T )=(_  ~-~sT). 
In the sequel, we show how to derive the upper and plain power domains with zero 






The power domains q_/°X,q./±X, and ql° X look as follows: 




Proof. In the upper theories, 0 is at the top because the upper axiom a + b _ b implies 
a = a + 0 E 0. Addition can be defined for the extended power domains by means of the 
rules a + 0 = 0 + a =- a and a + J_ = ± + a = J_. The rule for ± follows from Corollary 
4.2. The verification of the required properties i straightforward by case analysis. [] 
In the classical case, the power domains with 0 and/or I also look as depicted 
above - except for Y '°X that has many more elements ince a+ L is different from 
_L in general. The structure of the classical ~°X was analyzed in [8]. 
Since the lower constructions are degenerated, and the upper constructions suffer 
from their nonmonotonic extension, only the plain constructions are worth for further 
investigation. In view of Theorem 4.7, it suffices to consider the stable Plotkin 
construction Y'. 
Whereas it requires much work to derive an explicit description of ~X for 
continuous cpo's X, there is a special case of particularly simple scpo's, where an 
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explicit construction is immediate. An scpo X is fully compatible iff all pairs of X are 
weakly compatible. In particular, all scpo's with a greatest element are fully 
compatible. 
Proposition 4.8. I f  X is a fully compatible scpo, then ~X is isomorphic to X. 
Proof. Since all pairs of points are weakly compatible, all binary meets exist by 
Proposition 2.3, and n is a total continuous operation, whose stability is immediate. 
Thus, X itself becomes a stable semilattice by means of m. If Y is another stable 
semilattice and f: X ~ Y is stable, then f itself is additive because of f (a  r7 b)=fa • fb  
= Ja+fb  by Lemma 4.1. Thus, X itself satisfies the universal property of ~X with 
s = id and Ef=f  
By Proposition 4.4, the singleton operation s :X~X is an order embedding for 
separable scpo's X. The proposition above shows that s is also an order embedding 
for the nonseparable scpo RC of Section 2.4, since RC has a greatest element. This 
leads to the following question. 
Problem 4. Is s : X-~X an order embedding for all scpo's X? 
5. Stable topology 
In preparing the development of an explicit description of ~X for all continuous 
scpo's X, we now introduce stable open sets and their properties. Although they fail to 
form a topology in the ordinary sense, they allow the application of topological 
methods to scpo's. 
In the classical case, the function space [X~2]  of first-order predicates i isomor- 
phic to f~X, the set of Scott open subsets of X ordered by inclusion. We want to derive 
an analogous result for the stable case. 
Definition 5.1. (1) A subset O of an scpo X is stable open iffit is Scott open, and closed 
under compatible meets, i.e., for all x, y in O that are compatible (w.r.t. X), their meet 
x n y is in O again. 
(2) A subset 0 of an scpo X isfiltered open iff it is Scott open and filtered, i.e., O is 
not empty, and every two elements of O have a common lower bound in O. 
The importance of these notions is apparent from the following theorem. 
Proposition 5.2. For a subset 0 of an scpo X, the following statements are equivalent. 
(1) The function Zo: X~2 with XoX= T iff xeO is stable. 
(2) The set 0 is stable open. 
(3) The set 0 is a disjoint union of filtered opens, called the filtered components of O. 
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Proof. We only indicate how to prove (2)~(3). Define a binary relation ~ on the 
stable open set O by x ~y  iff x and y have a common lower bound in O. This is an 
equivalence relation on O. Its classes are the filtered components of O. [] 
In the classical case, predicates are ordered pointwise, which corresponds to the 
inclusion order on Scott open sets. In the stable case, we have to consider the stable 
order instead. 
Proposition 5.3, For two stable open subsets U and V of an scpo X, the followin9 
statements are equivalent. 
(1) Z~' GZv holds in [X~2] .  
(2) U ~_ V and V~ + U ~_ U. 
(3) There is a stable open subset W of X such that V is the disjoint union of U and IV. 
Proof. The relation Zu _Zv holds iff for x E_x', "Ze, x=zvX'Fa XvX holds. The latter 
equation certainly holds if ZvX'= d_, whence only the case ZuX'= T, i.e., x'~ U, matters 
in the following computation. 
Zv GZv iff (x ~x '  and x '~U)~(x~U~x6V)  
iff SUnU=~UnV 
iff U_~Vand Vn~U~_U.  
This proves the equivalence between (1) and (2). The proof that (2) and (3) are 
equivalent is omitted. 
We call this order the open order E o. By part (3), U _ o V means that V has more, 
but not larger filtered components than U. The poset of stable open subsets of 
X ordered by _ o is called f2sX. 
Proposition 5.2 and 5.3 imply the following result. 
Proposition 5.4. The function scpo IX---,2] is isomorphic to the poset C2~X. 
This proposition enables us to characterize separability by means of stable open 
sets. 
Proposition 5.5. For an scpo X, the following statements are equivalent. 
(1) X is separable. 
(2) In X, x E x' holds iff for all stable open sets O, x in 0 implies x' in O. 
Thus, separability is the topological TO property in the stable setting. 
In the stable world, the stable open sets play the same role as the Scott open sets do 
in the classical world. Unfortunately, their behavior is more complex than that of 
Scott open sets. 
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Proposition 5.6. Finite intersections, ~_-directed unions, and disjoint unions of stable 
open sets are stable open. 
Binary unions of stable open sets are not stable open in general. Thus, the stable 
open sets do not form a topology on X. Nevertheless, with some care we may apply 
topological methods. For instance, stable functions are continuous in a topological 
sense. 
Proposition 5.7. I f  X and Y are scpo's and f: X ~ Y is stable, then for every stable open 
set 0 of Y, its inverse image f -1 [0 ]  is stable open in X. 
Equivalence holds iff Y is separable. 
Proposition 5.8. Let f : X ~ Y be a function from an scpo X to a separable scpo Y. IJ 
f -  1 [0]  is stable open in X for every stable open set 0 of Y, then f is stable. 
There is a method to produce new stable opens from given ones, which seems to 
have no analogue in the classical world. 
Proposition 5.9. Let X be an scpo, and A an arbitrary subset of X. 
(1) I f  U is filtered open, then T (Uc~+ A) is either empty or equals U. 
(2) I fU  is stable open, then T(Uc~ ~, A) is stable open, too. It is below U in the open 
order. 
Definition 5.10. The saturated hull of a subset A of an scpo X is sat A = ~{O ] O_~ A, 
O is stable open}. The set A is saturated iff sat A=A.  
In the classical case, sat A would be identical to TA, and saturated sets would be just 
upper sets. In the stable case however, sat A is much larger than I"A in general. In the 
scpo of Fig. 1, for instance, sat {x,y} is the whole scpo. 
6. Second-order predicates 
In the classical case, all the known power domain constructions can be described in 
terms of second-order predicates if the ground domain is continuous [12]. First-order 
predicates are functions from the ground domain to some domain of logical values, 
whereas econd-order predicates are functions from first-order predicates to logical 
values. Intuitively, the second-order predicate P associated with a power domain 
element A tells which first-order predicates p are satisfied by some member of A: 
Pp-= 1 iff 3a~A: pa= I. 
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In the stable case, we shall use the scpo U = { 1 ~ 0} as our domain of logical values. 
It is equipped with a stable disjunction + defined by 0+0=0 and 0+1= 
1 +0= 1 + 1 = 1. Besides this logical notation, we shall also use the isomorphic 
domain-theoretic notation 2= {3_ r-- T } with operation r~. 
In Section 6.1, we introduce ~i~2 with 592X=[[X~2]- -*2]  and show that it is 
a functor from scpo's to separable stable semilattices. In Section 6.2, we present four 
possible restrictions on second-order predicates. In Section 6.3, they are translated 
into the language of stable open sets, and shown to be preserved by all power 
operations. 
In Section 6.4, the restrictions on second-order predicates are used to restrict he 
functor 592 to a new functor 59f. Its "power domains" can be described in terms of 
second-order predicates as well as in terms of open filters of stable open sets. In 
Section 6.5, we show the connection between these filters and nonempty saturated 
stably compact sets. 
6.1. The functor 592 
Now, we investigate the spaces of second-order p edicates 592X = [ [X -*U] -*U] .  
We show that 592 forms a functor from spco's to separable stable semilattices. 
Proposition 6.1. (1) For every scpo X, 592X is a separable stable semilattice with 
P+Q=2p.  Pp+Qp. 
(2) Let M : [X--* Y]---,[ 592 X -* 592 Y ] be defined by M f P = 2q tr~vj, p( q o f ). Then 
M is a stable function that maps stablefimctions toadditive stable functions, and (59 2, M ) 
is a functor. 
(3) Let sx : X--*592X be defined by sx =2p. px. The fi~nctions x are stable andJorm 
a natural transformation. 
Proof. Obviously, ~,~2X is an scpo. Since U~2 is separable, 592X is separable by 
Theorem 2.6(3). All the defined functions are stable because they are defined by 
2-expressions. The claimed properties can be shown by equational reasoning in the 
2-calculus. 
Remember that Proposition 5.4 relates predicates to stable open sets. It also applies 
to second-order predicates. 
Proposition 6.2. For every scpo X, 592X is isomorphic to £2~(~2sX). The operations in 
the two representations are given by the following table. 
Here, "U"  means directed join, and "U" means ~o-directed union. 
Proof. The isomorphism co:[[X-*U]-~U]--.f2s(g2~X) is given by o~P= 
~UcQ~XIPxu=O}, where Zux=0 iff x~U. (Remember that 0 in U corresponds to 
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Table 
[ ix - - ,2]  --,2] a ~(Q ~x) 
U I~I PI= *.P • ~i~1PiP 
P+Q=2p.  pp+Qp 
sx = 2p. px 
IMfP =2p. e(p of) 
Ui~,s / i  = U, . , .< 
d + N' = o,a/r~.~ 
sx={glxeg} 
Mfd={Vl f  ~[V]eag} 
T in 2.) To verify the operations of Q~(Q~X), prove ~(~JieiPi)=UieltoPi, 
oo(p+Q)=oopc~oQ, etc. [] 
6.2. Restrictions on second-order predicates 
The full set ~azx of second-order predicates contains much junk that cannot be 
reached by the operations s, +,  M, and directed joins. 2 We now present four restric- 
tions on second-order p edicates that are preserved by all operations (cf. Section 6.3). 
(1) P(p + q) = Pp + Pq (additivity). 
Here, addition on first-order predicates i defined pointwise: p+ q = 2x. px + qx. 
(2) P(2x. 0) = 0 (empty case of additivity). 
(3) P(2x. 1)= 1 (nonemptiness). 
(4) If (Pi)i~t is directed in the pointwise order, then P( ~ i~1Pi)= U i~t (Ppi) (point- 
wise continuity). 
The first three restrictions are the same as in the definition of the classical upper 
power construction °Re. Restriction (4) is specific for the stable case. As a continuous 
function, P has to preserve joins of families which are directed in the stable order. 
Restriction (4) requires it to preserve ven joins of families which are directed in the 
pointwise order. 
In Section 6.4 of the report [9], examples are presented showing that the four 
restrictions are independent from each other if all algebraic scpo's are considered. On 
the other hand, restriction (4) is implied by restrictions (1)-(3) and continuity of P in 
case of algebraic scpo's, whose bases do not contain infinitely descending sequences 
[9, Section 6.6]. All algebraic scpo's with property I and in particular the stable 
bifinites belong to this class. 
One may invent some more sophisticated restrictions, but the existing ones are 
enough in the continuous case: if X is continuous, every member of ~2X satisfying the 
four restrictions can be built using s, +, and directed joins (see Theorem 7.22). 
6.3. Restrictions on second-order open sets 
In the previous ection, we presented four restrictions on second-order p edicates, 
and claimed, but not proved, that they are preserved by all operations. In this section, 
2Compatible meets are covered by + because of Lemma 4.1. 
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we translate these restrictions into the representation f ~azX as stable open sets of 
stable open sets. In this representation, the proof of their preservation is straightforward. 
In Section 6.1, we presented an isomorphism co:ooaZX--+ga~(~2~X). Remember that 
Fa~X is the poset of stable opens of X ordered by the stable order _E o. In the following 
proposition, we also need the poset ~ ~ X of stable opens of X ordered by set inclusion. 
Proposition 6.3. A second-order predicate P in ~Z X satisfies the four restrictions oJ 
Section 6.2 if and only if coP is a filtered open in (2P~ X which does not eontain O. 
Proof. Remember UecoP iff P)&,=O, and l,c,x=O iff xEU. 
Restriction (1) is P(p + q) = Pp + Pq, or P(p + q) = 0 iff Pp = 0 and Pq = 0. Translated 
into the language of sets, this means Uc~ VecoP iff UccoP and VecoP for stable open 
sets U and V, i.e., coP is an upper set in ~2~X and closed under binary intersection. 
Restriction (2) is P(2x. 0)= 0. Since 2x. 0 =/~x, this means X ecoP. 
Restriction (3) is P(Ax. 1)= 1. Since 2x. 1 =/,0, this means 0¢coP. 
Restriction (4) refers to pointwise-directed joins of predicates, which corresponds to 
directed joins in ~PX. [] 
Notice that although the co-images of the restricted second-order predicates are 
characterized as certain subsets of ~2PX, their relative order is inherited from 
s(g? sX). Note also that the filtered opens in (2 PX are automatically stable opens in 
#2sX. Therefore, the latter property does not occur explicitly in Proposition 6.3. 
6.4. The functor ~f  
In the sequel, we shall only consider those second-order p edicates that satisfy the 
four restrictions. 
Definition 6.4. For every scpo X, let ,~i~fX be the set of all second-order p edicates in 
~2X that satisfy the restrictions (1)-(4) of Section 6.2. 
Second, let ~®X be the set of filtered opens of Q PX ordered as members of 
OsX(•sX), i.e., by o~ r -~ iff ~ _c ~ and ~c~,~c o~ _ _~,  where the lower closure 
,[ refers to the _ o-order of stable opens. 
By Proposition 6.3, ~fX  and ~,X  are isomorphic for all scpo's X. Since all our 
operations preserve the restrictions, (#'f, M) also is a functor from scpo's to separable 
stable semilattices, and s :X~fX  is a natural transformation. In the ~, -  
representation, the operations are given by sx={OlxeO},~+fq=~c~f¢ ,  and
Mf~ = {O I f - l [O]~-} .  Directed joins are given by union. 
One can easily show that s : X~fX is an order embedding for all separable scpo's 
X. Conversely, if s is an embedding, then X is separable by Theorem 2.6. Let us 
consider the nonseparable scpo RC of Section 2.4. We noted there that the only stable 
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maps from RC to 2 are the two constant maps 2x.0 and 2x. l. Their image is 
prescribed by restrictions (2) and (3). Thus, ~'f(RC) has exactly one element, whereas 
RC is uncountable. On the other hand, N(RC)=RC holds by Proposition 4.8. 
6.5. Stably compact sets 
Above, we introduced the power domains N ,X  in terms of filtered opens in ~2 ~X. 
We now try to reduce these second-order sets to first-order sets, i.e., to describe them 
by certain subsets of X. 
As the first-order description of a filter ~ in N,X,  we take the intersection 
~(o~)=~ of all stable opens contained in ~.  Conversely, for At_X, let 
qoA={Oe~XIA~_O }. 
This definition covers the intuition of existential quantification. O is in ~oA iff A _~ O. 
Translated into the language of predicates, this means qoAp =0 iffpa =0 for all a in A, 
or equivalently q~Ap = 1 iff there is a in A with pa = 1. 
Note that 6(q~A)=sat A holds by definition of the saturated hull. Thus, q~ becomes 
injective if we restrict ourselves to saturated sets. ~o~ is saturated for all open filters o~. 
Next, let us consider when q~A is a filtered open in f2 ~X. The set ~oA is a filter for all 
sets A. Condition 0~ ~oA is satisfied iff A is nonempty. Finally, ~0A is Scott open in 
f2~X iff A has the following property. 
Definition 6.5. A subset A of an scpo X is stably compact iff for all c_directed families 
(Oi)i~ of stable open sets with A~_[)i~10 i, there is some k in I with AGOk. 
The discussion above indicates that we should consider nonempty saturated stably 
compact sets. 
Definition 6.6. For every scpo X, let ~kX be the set of all nonempty saturated stably 
compact subsets of X ordered by A_E k B iff A ~__ B, and A ~_ U implies A _c ~" (Uc~ ] B) 
for all stable open sets U. 
The seemingly strange "compact order" ~ k was chosen so that q~ becomes an order 
embedding. By Lemma 7.9, it will be related to the familiar Egli-Milner order. 
Proposition 6.7. For every scpo X, the mapping qO : ~k X ~ X  is an order embedding: 
A GkB iff q~A __oq~B. 
Proof. Since A and B are saturated, A ___ B is equivalent to q)A _ ~0B. We have to show 
that under the condition A _~ B, the implication A c U ~ A ~_ T (Uc~l B) for all stable 
open sets U is equivalent to ~oB~J,~pA ~_ ~pA. 
First assume A ~kB. Let V be in q)Bc~+~oA. Then Be_ V and V~oU for some 
U with A _ U. By hypothesis, the latter inclusion implies A __q T (U c~ ~, B) c T (U c~ J, V). 
By V~oU, Uc~ V~_ V holds, whence A c V, i,e., V is in q~A. 
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Conversely, assume (pBn~oA~_~oA holds, and let A~_U, i.e., U in q~A. Let 
V=T(Uc~+B ). By Proposition 5.9, Vis stable open with VGoU, whence Vin ~oA. By 
B~_A~_U,B~_Vholds. Thus, V6~oBn+~pA~_q~A,i.e.,A~_V. [] 
Later, we need the following property of G k. 
Proposition 6.8. Let A, B, and C be elements of ~k X with A ~_ B ~_ C and A G k C . Then 
A G k B follows. 
Proof. A _~B holds by hypothesis. If A _~ U for some stable open set U, then A Gk C 
implies A~_T(Un+C)~_T(Un+B), where the last inclusion follows from B~_C. [] 
In view of Proposition 6.7, we are particularly interested in the case where ~p is 
surjective. We call this case stably sober in analogy to the classical notion of sobriety. 
Definition 6.9. An scpo X is stably sober iff ~o:~kX-~,x is surjective. 
Surjective order embeddings are order isomorphisms, whence we may conclude the 
following. 
Proposition 6.10. If X is stably sober, then ~kX is an scpo isomorphic to ~X.  
The operations +,s, and M of ~ translate into the following operations for ~k: 
A+B=sat(AuB),  sx=sat{xl ,  and MfA=sat f [A] .  If X is separable, then 
sat {x} =T {x}. 
Proof. It is not difficult to check that A + B, sx, and M fA are back in ~k X again. 
A stable open set O is in ~o(A+B) iffsat(AwB)~_O iffAwB~_O iffA _~O and B~_O. 
Thus, ~p(A + B) = q~A ~ ~pB = ~pA + (pB holds. 
For stable open sets O, sat {x} _O holds iffx60, whence q~(SkX)= {OIx~O} =S,X. 
For separable X, sat {x} = T {x} holds by Proposition 5.5. 
Finally, satf[A]~_O ifff[A]~_O iff A~_f 1[O], whence q~(MkfA)= M~f(~oA) 
holds. 
It is difficult to judge which scpo's are stably sober. In the next section, we shall see 
that at least all continuous cpo's are. For more general scpo's, the question is open. 
Problem 5. Is there any (any separable) scpo which is not stably sober? 
7. The continuous case 
In this section, we consider continuous cpo's X. For such X, the power domains 
~X,  ~kX, and ~,X  are isomorphic and continuous again. 
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Before these results can be proved, we need several auxiliary notions and lemmas. 
These are presented in the Section 7.1 and 7.2. Then, the isomorphism of ~kX and 
~®X for continuous X is shown in Section 7.3. In Section 7.4, we show how 
a (countable) basis of ~kX can be constructed from a (countable) basis of X, and 
conclude that the functor ~k preserves (~o-) continuity. In Section 7.5, we prove several 
statements concerning ~kX, e.g., that all elements of ~kX can be reached from 
singletons by addition and directed joins, or that for saturated sets, stable compact- 
ness and Scott compactness coincide. Finally, we show in Section 7.6, that ~kX is 
a free stable semilattice over X, whence it forms an explicit representation f ~X. 
7.1. Continuous cpo's 
We now briefly look at continuous cpo's, i.e., those scpo's whose underlying dcpo 
is continuous in the usual sense. They enjoy the following important property. 
Proposition 7.1. Let X be a continuous cpo. For every point x in a Scott open set U, 
there exist a f ihered open set V and a point y such that x6 V ~_ T {Y} ~- U holds. 
Proof. Since x is a directed join of points that are way-below x, there is some y in 
U with y~x.  Thus, x~]" {y} _c U holds. By Exercise I, 3.31 of [5], there is an filtered 
open Vof  X with xsV_~ T{y}- [] 
Now, we show that every continuous scpo is separable, as announced in Section 2.4. 
Theorem 7.2. Every continuous cpo is separable. 
Proof. Let a ~ b. Let U be the complement of +{b}. Then a is in the Scott open set U, 
and b is not. By Proposition 7.1, there is a stable open set V such that a6V~_U, 
whence bCV. [] 
In the case of continuous cpo's, the weak compatibility relation of Section 2.3 can 
be characterized neatly. 
Proposition 7.3. Let x and y be two points of  a continuous cpo. Then x and y are weakly 
compatible, iff all Scott open sets U and V with x~U and y~ V meet each other, iff all 
fi ltered open sets U and V with x~U and y~ V meet each other. 
Proof. The first equivalence holds since for continuous domains, the Scott topology 
of a binary product coincides with the product of the Scott topologies. The second 
equivalence follows from Proposition 7.1. [] 
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7.2. Independent and strongly independent sets 
We now introduce independent and strongly independent sets. 
independent sets will play an important rule in the sequel. 
Finite strongly 
Definition 7.4. A subset A of an scpo is independent iff its points are pairwise 
incompatible, i.e., if u, v in A, then u 1" v implies u = v. The set A is strongly independent 
iff the same holds with "r replaced by T. 
Compatible points are weakly compatible, whence strongly independent sets are 
independent. Thus, these names make sense. In the sequel, we show some properties of 
finite strongly independent sets. 
Lemma 7.5. Let E be a.finite strongly independent set in a continuous cpo. Every e in 
E can be associated with a filtered open set O~ such that e6Oe holds for all e in E, and O, 
and Ob are disjoint for every pair a, b of distinct points of E. 
Proof. Let E = {el, ..., e,}. For i<j, points el and ej are not weakly dependent, whence 
by Proposition 7.3, there are disjoint Scott open sets Uij and Ujl with el in U~j and ej in 
Uj~. Next, let V~ = 0J~i U~j for all i with 1 ~< i ~< n. For every i, e~ is in Vi. By Proposition 
7.1, there are filtered opens O~ with e~_~O~ V~. If i<j, then Oi_~ U~j and Oj_~ Uji, 
whence they are disjoint. [] 
Proposition 7.6. l f  X is continuous, then for every finite strongly independent subset E oJ 
X, TE is saturated, i.e., satE equals TE. 
Proof. From Lemma 7.5, we get filtered open sets Oe for every e in E such that Oa and 
Ob are disjoint for distinct points a and b of E. 
We have to show sat E _~ T E. Let x be a point that is not in ~'E. Then, for every e in E, 
x ~ e holds. By separability (Theorem 7.2) and Proposition 5.5, there are stable open 
sets Ue with e in Ue and x not in Ue for every e in E. Let O=(J~EE(O~c~Ue). By 
Proposition 5.6, O is stable open as a disjoint union of stable open sets. Because of 
E~_O and x¢O, x is not in satE. [] 
Generally, there are different finite sets with the same saturated hull. A unique 
representation is obtained by requiring strong independence. 
Proposition 7.7. For every nonempty finite set E, there is a unique nonempty finite 
strongly independent set F with sat E= sat F(= TF). 
Proof. As long as E is not strongly independent, choose two distinct weakly com- 
patible points a and b of E and replace them by their meet arnb, which exists by 
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Proposition 2.3. Doing so does not change the saturated hull, since by Proposition 
2.4(3) and the correspondence b tween stable opens and stable maps to :2, for every 
stable open set O, a m b is in O iffboth a and b are in O. Every such transformation step 
reduces the size of E by 1. By finiteness, this procedure will eventually stop yielding 
a nonempty finite strongly independent set F. 
For strongly independent finite F, sat F = T F holds by Proposition 7.6. This implies 
uniqueness: trongly independent sets are antichains, and for two antichains F~ and 
Fz, TFx=TF2 implies Fa=F 2. 
Nonempty finite sets generate members of ~kX. 
Proposition 7.8. I f  E is a nonempty finite set, then sat E is in ~k X. 
If strongly independent sets are involved, then the strange compact order can be 
reduced to the familiar Egli-Milner order. 
Lemma 7.9. (1) Let A and B be two nonempty sets such that sat A and sat B are stably 
compact. I f  A E_ ~M B, i.e., "[ A ~_ B and A ~_ J, B, then sat A E k sat B follows. 
(2) I f  the set A of (1) is finite and strongly independent, hen A ~_EMB and 
sat A _ k sat B are equivalent. 
Proof. For this proof, let S=sat  B. The inclusion TA-~B implie~ 
sat A = sat tA -~ sat B. To show sat A E k S, let sat A _~ O, where O is stable open. From 
A~_+B, we conclude A~_satAm~B~_On+S, whence satA~_T(On+S) as required 
(T(Om$S) is stable open by Proposition 5.9). 
For (2), assume sat A ~ k S. By Proposition 7.6, sat A = ]'A holds. Thus, TA _~ S _~ B 
immediately follows. Assume A were not a subset of +B. Then there is x in A with x not 
in ~,B. Let A'=A\{x} .  From Lemma 7.5, we obtain two disjoint stable open sets Ox 
and O' with xeOx and A' _O'.  (O' is the disjoint union of the sets Oy for y in A'.) From 
B ~ tA and x¢~B, B ~ tA' ~ O' follows, whence S _ O'. Thus, Ox and S are disjoint, and 
since O~ is upper, Ox and +S are disjoint as well. By TA ___ k S, the inclusion TA ~ O~uO' 
implies TA -T ( (OxoO' )n  ~,S)= T(O'm +S)_~ O', whence xeO'  in contradiction to xeO~ 
and O~nO' :O .  [] 
Proposition 7.10. Let A be independent. Then A E E~ B holds iff there is a surjective 
function ~ : B--* A with b ~_ :~(b) for all b in B. 
7.3. Stable sobriety of continuous cpo's 
Let us now consider a fixed continuous cpo X, and fix a basis ~ of X. Let ~*  be 
the set of all T E where E is a nonempty finite strongly independent subset of ~. By the 
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results of the previous ection, ~'* is a subset of ~kX. We shall soon prove that it is 
even a basis of ~kX, but before this, we want to show that X is stably sober, i.e., ~kX 
and ~,X  are isomorphic. To obtain this result, we have to approximate the stable 
open sets of X. 
Lemma 7.11. Let X be a continuous cpo with basis ~.  
(1) Given a filtered open set O, let ~ be the set of all filtered open sets U such that 
there is an element b of ~ with U=_ ~{b}_=O. Then ~ is =_-directed, and its union 
is O. 
(2) For every nonempty stable open set 0, there is a set ~ of stable open sets such 
that for every U in ~,  there is some B in ~*  with U=_B=_O, and ~ is =_-directed with 
union O. 
Proof. For (1), use the fact that O is filtered together with Proposition 7.1. For (2), let 
O = Ui~1 Oi be the partition of O into disjoint filtered components. For every Oz, let ~ 
be the directed set according to (1). Let @ consist of all UJ~J Uj, where J is a finite 
subset of I, and U je~j  for al l j  in J. [] 
In the proof of stable sobriety, we also need a version of Rudin's lemma. 
Lemma 7.12. Let X be a dcpo, and let ~ be a set of finite subsets of X such that 
{TEIE~e} is ~_-directed. I f  Ne~TE-~ O Jbr some Scott open set O, then there is some 
E in e with WE=-O. 
Proof. Our version of Rudin's lemma is derived from Jung's version, which is 
Theorem 4.11 in [l 5]. The derivation of our version can be found in [7, 10]. [] 
With these lemmas, we can now state the decisive property. 
Proposition 7.13. Let ~,~ be a fihered open in (2 PX, where X is a continuous cpo. Then 
n ~ is nonempty, saturated, and stably compact, and q~(n~)=~ holds. 
Proof. Since ~ is Scott open, Lemma 7.11 implies that for every U in ~,  there exist 
a nonempty finite strongly independent set E and a stable open set Vwith U_~ T E _~ v 
and V in ~'. 
Let e be the set of all nonempty finite strongly independent sets E with TE_~ V for 
some V in ~.  By the property of the previous paragraph, d= {TE I EEe} is _~-directed 
with ne '= n ~-  
IfO is in ~,  then (~_c  O. Thus, J~_  ~0(nJ~ ) holds. Conversely, ifO is in ~p(nJ~), 
then ng=no~=_0.  By Rudin's Lemma 7.12 there is E in e with TE=_O. By definition 
of e, there is O' in o~ with O'_= ?E. whence O in o~ follows. 
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Thus, we know q~((~o~)=~. This equality implies that (-]~ is nonempty and 
stably compact. It is saturated as an intersection of stable open sets. [] 
Now, we can formulate. 
Theorem 7.14. l f  X is a continuous cpo, then ~kX and ~¢,X are isomorphic via q~. 
Hence, ~k X is an scpo where directed joins are given by intersection. 
Proof. By Proposition 6.7, ~9 is an order embedding, and by Proposition 7.13, it is 
surjective. Thus, it is an order isomorphism, 
For the directed joins, we have to do a bit more. Let (Ki)i~t be a E k-directed family 
of members of ~kX. We have to show (]i~i KiE'~kX, and ~o(Oi~J Ki)= [,_)i~lq9 Ki, since 
directed joins in ~,X  are given by union. By Prop. 7.13, it suffices to show 
~iEiKi=~i~lq)Ki. By set theory, (~ie l tpKi  equals (']iel~qgKi. This set equals 
Oi~1Ki because (-]~pKi=satKi=Ki. [] 
7.4. Continuity Of ~kX 
In this section, we shall prove that whenever X is a continuous cpo with basis ~, 
then ~kX is continuous with basis ~'*. We need an auxiliary relation in this proof. 
Definition 7.15. For A and B in ~kX, let A ~kB iff A ~kB and there is some stable 
open O with A _~ O ___ B. 
The significance of this relation lies in the following fact. 
Proposition 7.16. I f  A <kB, then A ~ B. 
Proof. Let B ~_ k ~ i~I Ci for some directed family (Ci)i~l of ~kX. Then I li,~ Ci ~-B ~ 0 
follows, whence O is in ~o(Ui~ I ~pCi) = ~)i~i Ci (cf. proof of Theorem 7.14). Thus, there is 
some k in I with Ck c O. From A ~ 0 ~ Ck ~-- ~i~1 Ci and A _ kB E k• i~t Ci, the relation 
A ~kCk follows by Proposition 6.8. [] 
Next, we show that there are enough approximants. 
Proposition 7.17. Let X be a continuous cpo with basis ~, K a nonempty stably 
compact subset and U a stable open subset of X. l f  K ~ U, then there exists a member 
B ofg~* with B~kK and BcU.  
Proof. By combination of Lemma 7.11 with the definition of stable compactness, we 
immediately obtain a stable open set V and a nonempty finite strongly independent 
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subset E of N with K~_V~_TE~_U. To achieve " [EMkK , we have to change F 
and E. 
Let V' = ]'(Vc~,[K), which is stable open by Proposition 5.9, and E'=Ec~+K, which 
is finite and strongly independent again. First, K_~ V and K c_ SK implies K~_ V'. 
Second, V ~_ T E implies V' c_ T ( T E c~ J,K ). The inclusion { ( "f E c~ $ K ) c_ T ( E m J, K ) = "f E' 
is easily verified. Third, TE'-c TE--- U holds. Thus, we obtain the chain of inclusions 
K c_ V' _~ TE'-c U. From TE'-~ K and E' c_,LK, TE' ~ k K follows by Lemma 7.9. [] 
With the facts collected so far, we can prove the following. 
Proposition 7.18. Let X be a continuous scpo with basis 9~. For every K in ~k X, the set 
of all B in ~* with B~kK is Ek-directed with join K. 
Proof. Let 9 be the set under consideration. Nonemptiness of~ is shown by applying 
Proposition 7.17 to the situation K c X. For directedness, let A, B be in 9.  Then A, 
B _kK  and K ~_ U_A  and K c_ V~_ B for some stable open sets U and V. Applying 
Proposition 7.17 to the situation K c_ U~ V, we obtain C in ~*  with C c_ Uc~V and 
C~kK.  From A,B~_C~_K and A,B~kK,  the relations A, BE_kC follow by 
Proposition 6.8. 
Finally, we have to show 09  = K. The inclusion K _ 09  holds by definition of @, 
and 09~_O~pK=satK=K holds by Proposition 7.17. [] 
This proposition proves the following, 
Theorem 7.19. I f  X is an (~o-) continuous cpo with basis ~, then ~k X is an (~o-) 
continuous cpo with basis ~*. 
It is easy to show that the way-below relation of ~kX coincides with the relation "<k 
of Definition 7.15. 
7.5. Further properties of ~k X 
First, we present a simple condition which implies the way-below property, but is 
not equivalent to it. 
Proposition 7.20. Let X be a continuous cpo. I f  I is a nonempty finite index set, and 
(ai)ie I and (bi)ie I a re  two families of points of X such that {bi[ieI} is strongly indepen- 
dent and ai ~ bi holds for all i in I, then sat {ai[i~l} ~ sat {bi[iEI} holds in ~kX.  
Proof. Let A = {aili~l} and B-- {bi[icI}. We show sat A -<kB and apply Proposition 
7.16. First, A ___EMB holds, whence sarA ~kB by Proposition 7.9 (1). We have to find 
a stable open set O with sat A __ O ~_ sat B. 
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By Lemma 7.5, there are pairwise-disjoint filtered opens U~ with b~e Ug for all i in I. 
Let Vii = {xeX] az < x}. These sets are Scott open, and b~e U/~ Vii holds. By Proposition 
7.1, we get filtered opens Wi such that b~ W~ U~c~ V~. The disjoint union I, Ji~t Wg is 
the desired stable open set. [] 
Besides being continuous cpo's, the power domains ~kX are stable semilattices. 
We now investigate how this algebraic structure relates to the domain-theoretic 
structure. 
Proposition 7.21. I f  the basis ~ of X is closed under weakly compatible meets, then the 
basis 9¢* Of ~k X is closed under addition. 
Proof. Let A and B in ~*, i.e., A=sat  F'and B=sat  G, where F and G are nonempty 
finite strongly independent subsets of ~. Then A+B=sat (AwB)=sat (FwG) ,  
since sat is a closure operator. By Proposition 7.7, there is a unique 
nonempty finite strongly independent set H with sat(F•G)=satH. As can be 
seen in the proof of Proposition 7.7, the elements of H result from the elements 
of FuG by meets of weakly compatible points. Therefore, they are in 
9~. [] 
Next, we show that the power domains ~kX do not contain any junk. 
Theorem 7.22. I f  X is a continuous cpo, then ~k X cannot be restricted further: all 
elements can be reached from singletons by addition and directed join. 
Proof. By Proposition 7.18, all members of ~kX are directed joins of elements TE, 
where E is a nonempty finite strongly independent set. For every such E, TE =Y~e~E se 
holds. [] 
Finally, we prove that in the characterization f 9°kX, stable compactness may be 
replaced by the more familiar Scott compactness. 
Theorem 7.23. Let X be a continuous scpo. A saturated subset A of X is stably compact 
iff it is Scott compact. 
Proof. Since stable open sets are special Scott open sets, Scott compact sets are stably 
compact. For the opposite direction, let A be saturated stably compact with 
A_~ Ui~tO~, where the sets Oi are Scott open. By Proposition 7.18, there is a Ek- 
directed set of sets T E with finite E, whose join is A. Hence, there is a _~-directed set of 
sets 1"E with finite E, whose intersection is A. By Rudin's Lemma 7.12, A ~ T E_c Ui~t Oi 
holds for some finite E. Thus, there is a finite subset J of the index set I with 
Ac_TEc_Uj~O j. E3 
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7.6. Freeness of ~k X 
In this section, we show that for continuous X, ~kX and ~X are isomorphic, i.e., 
~kX is the free stable semilattice over X. 
Let X be a continuous cpo, S a stable semilattice, and f:  X--*S a stable map. We 
have to show that there is a unique additive stable map f:NkX--,S with fos=f 
Uniqueness directly follows from Theorem 7.22. The problem is to show the existence 
of J~ 
From the given function f, we can define f*E=~,~Efe for all nonempty finite 
subsets E of X. This function obviously satisfies a kind of additivity: 
f*(EwE') =f*E +f*E'. 
We are not so much interested in finite sets as in their saturated hulls. Thus, we 
prove the following. 
Proposition 7.24. / f  sat E = sat E', then f*E =f*E'. 
Proof. By Proposition 7.7 and its proof, there is a unique nonempty finite strongly 
independent set E", which can be reached from both E and E' by a finite sequence of 
transformation steps. Every step consists in replacing two distinct weakly compatible 
points a and b by their meet arTb. By Proposition 2.4(3),f(arTb)=farTfb holds. By 
Proposition 2.4(2), fa and fb are weakly compatible, whence by Proposition 4.1, 
fanfb equals fa+fb. Thus, f(arTb)=fa+fb holds, whence a transformation step 
applied to some set does not change itsf*-value. [] 
By the proposition above, we can safely define: f (sat  E)=f*E for nonempty finite 
sets E. The functionfis defined for all members of X*, the basis of ~kX which results 
from the basis X of X. 
Proposition 7.25. f: X *--*S is additive and monotonic. 
Proof. Let A =sat G and B=sat  H, where G and H are nonempty finite strongly 
independent sets. Then f(A + B) =f(sat  (GwH)) =f*  (GwH) =f*G +f*H =fA +lB. If 
A _EkB, then G __EEMH by Lemma 7.9. By Proposition 7.10, there is a surjective map 
:H~G with h r- yh for all h in H. ThenfA =f*G =Y.o~afg, which by idempotence of
+ and surjectivity of'/equals Zh~nf(?h), which by monotonicity o f f  and + is below 
2h~,fh=f*H=fB. [] 
By Proposition 7.18, every member K of ~kX is the join of the directed set 
1~ K = {BeX* ]B ~ K }. By monotonicity off, the imagef [1l K] is directed in S, whence 
we may def inefK= u f [  1) K].  We shall show that this is the desired additive stable 
function with fo s =f. 
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First, f i s  continuous by the results in Section 2.2.6 of [16]. (The reason is that 
11 ( 11 i~rKi)= 0i~i lI Ki for directed families (Ki)i~.) 
Next, we show that fextendsJ] i.e.,f (sat E)=f(sat  E)holds for all nonempty finite 
strongly independent sets E. The relation _E is obvious by definition o f f  For the 
opposite direction, we have to show f(satE)m_f*E. Let E={el ..... e,}. Every set 
{e'l .... ,e',} with ej,~el for all i is in I lK by Proposition 7.20. Thus, 
f(sat E)_~ LJ {JU1 + ... +fe',} holds. By continuity of X, of + in S, and off, this is 
a directed join which equals fel  +... + fe, =f*  E. 
In particular, we can concludef(sx)=f(sat {x})=fx. The functionfis additive on 
~kX because it is continuous, and its restrictionfis additive on the basis X* of ~kX. 
Additivity implies stability since compatible meets are sums in ~kX and S. This 
completes our proof of the freeness of ~kX- 
Theorem 7.26. For every continuous cpo X, ~k X is the free stable semilattice over X. 
Thus, ~k X and ~X are isomorphic for continuous X. 
8. The algebraic case 
In this section, we consider the structure of ~X for algebraic X. A dcpo is algebraic 
iff it has a basis of isolated points. Such a basis contains all isolated points and is 
therefore uniquely determined. It is contained in every other basis, and we call it the 
canonical basis. 
Theorem 8.1. l f  X is an (o9-) algebraic scpo with canonical basis ~, then ~k X is (~0-) 
algebraic with canonical basis ~* (which is the collection of all sets TE where E is 
a nonempty fnite independent subset of ~). 
Proof. Since T x is a filtered open if x is isolated, sets of isolated points are independent 
iff they are strongly independent. Thus, the definition of sS* in the theorem is 
equivalent to the one used in the previous ection. By Theorem 7.19, ~*  is a basis of 
~kX. Since x is isolated iff x ,~ x, the members of ~*  are isolated by Proposition 
7.20. [] 
There is another isomorphic description of the canonical basis. 
Theorem 8.2. Let X be an algebraic scpo. The canonical basis Of ~k X is isomorphic to 
the poset of allfinite nonempty independent subsets of the canonical basis of X, ordered 
by Egli-Milner. 
Proof. By the uniqueness statement of Proposition 7.7, and by Proposition 7.6 and 
Lemma 7.9, which yield I"G _~ k I"H iff G ~ EMH. 
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Surprisingly, our stable power domains turn out to be identical with the so-called 
lossless power domains of [4, 14], which were proposed to model relations in data 
bases. So far, lossless power domains were neither elated with stable functions, nor 
were they shown to be semilattices. 
In general, the lossless description of ~X is not very suitable to represent addition, 
Consider, for instance, the following algebraic scpo: 
al 
a2 
The points al and az are isolated, but their compatible meet ~ is not. Thus, the two 
sets {al} and {a2} have no sum in the lossless description directly; instead, their sum 
must be described by the ideal {{1}, {2} .... }. 
This problem does not occur if we concentrate on stably algebraic scpo's. 
Definition 8.3. An scpo X is stably algebraic iff it is algebraic and its canonical basis is 
closed w.r.t, compatible meets. 
It does not matter whether compatibility of a and b in this definition is understood 
relative to X or relative to the basis. 
Stable algebraicity is preserved by ~. 
Theorem 8.4. f iX  is stably algebraic, then so is ~X,  and its canonical basis is closed 
w.r.t, addition. 
Proof. The second statement holds by Proposition 7.21. It implies stable algebraicity, 
since compatible meets are instances of sums by Lemma 4.1. [~ 
The proof of Proposition 7.21 indicates how to compute sums in the lossless 
descriptions if X is stably algebraic: if G and H are nonempty finite independent 
subsets of the canonical basis of X, then G + H is computed by forming G~H and then 
repeatedly replacing pairs of distinct compatible points of this set by their meet. 
9. Domain-theoretic properties of 
In this section, we consider several classes of scpo's, and investigate whether they 
are closed under ~'. If the considered class consists of algebraic scpo's we can use the 
lossless description of Theorem 8.2. From Theorem 7.19, 8.1, and 8.4, we already know 
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that ~ preserves continuity, algebraicity, and stable algebraicity, and also the e)- 
versions of these classes. Here, we study the following properties: property I, finite, 
discrete, flat, having a least element, property L, bounded complete, distributive, and 
stably bifinite. 
An algebraic dcpo X has property I iff the number of points below every isolated 
point is finite. This property is preserved by ~. Note that property I implies stable 
algebraicity. 
Proposition 9.1. I f  X is an algebraic scpo with property I, then so is ~X.  
Proof. Let A be a member of the canonical basis of ~X,  i.e., a nonempty finite set of 
isolated points of X. The relation B~EMA implies B~_ IA. The set SA is finite as 
a finite union of finite sets. Thus, the number of subsets of ,LA is finite. [] 
A poset is discrete iff different points are incomparable: x ~ y iffx =y. A poset if f lat 
iff it consists of a least element _t_ and several incomparable points. Flat posets P are 
denoted by Sl where S=P\{L} .  All posets that are finite, discrete, or flat are stably 
algebraic scpo's which coincide with their canonical basis. 
Proposition 9.2. (1) I f  X is finite, then so is ~X.  It consists of  the nonempty independent 
subsets of  X. 
(2) I f  S is a discrete poset, then so is ~S.  In this case, ~S consists of  the finite 
nonempty subsets of  S, and sx = {x} and A + B = A w B hold. 
(3) I f  S± is a f lat poser, then so is ~(S±),  and ~(S±)~- (~S)± holds. 
Proof. In all three cases, the ground domain coincides with its canonical basis. We 
apply the lossless description of Theorem 8.2. [] 
We can show that ~ preserves the property to have a least element, because there is 
a quite obvious "categorical" description of this property. 
Proposition 9.3. For a poset P, the following statements are equivalent. 
(1) There is a point 3_ in P such that & E x holds for all x in X.  
(2) For the one-point poser 1 = { o }, there are monotonic maps e: I~P  and r" P~I  
such that e o r E_ idl, holds pointwise. 
In case of(2), the least element of  P is eo . I f  P is an scpo, then the maps r and e are 
stable, and e : r ~_ idp even holds in the stable order. 
The criterion above allows proving preservation: 
Proposition 9.4. I f  X is an scpo with least element 3_, then ~X has least element s±.  
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Proof. Applying the functor (P,M) of Section 3.3, we obtain Mr :~X- -*~I  and 
Me:~I~X with Meo Mr G id, where the inequation holds by stability of M. Since 
~ l=~{o}={so}- - - I  holds by Theorem 9.2, ~X has a least element, namely 
Me(so)=s(eo)=S3_ x. [] 
Note that we did not assume algebraicity in the above proposition. Thus, it even 
applies to stable power domains for which no explicit description is known. 
A poser P has property L iff for every p in P, the set ~ {p} is a complete lattice. 
For algebraic dcpo's X, property L of X itself is equivalent to property L 
of the canonical basis of X (see [15]). In the classical case, Plotkin's power 
construction does not preserve property L (see below). The situation is different in the 
stable case: In both [4, 14], it is indicated that the lossless power domain construction, 
which is defined for algebraic scpo's only, preserves property L. Thus, we obtain the 
following. 
Proposition 9.5. f f  X is an alqebraic scpo with property L, then so is gax. 
Problem 6. Is property L preserved independently from algebraicity? 
In the classical case, the Plotkin power construction does not preserve bounded 
completeness. The counterexample given in [19] makes also sense in the stable world. 
It shows that our construction P neither preserves bounded completeness nor the dI 
property (algebraic with property I, bounded complete, and distributive). 
Let us briefly consider Plotkin's example. Let X =B x B, where B= {±, T, F} is the 
domain of Booleans. To be concise, we write pairs as xy instead of (x, y), e.g., ± ±, TF. 
Let U= {T±, F_l_ } and V= {±T, 3_ F}, and let Y= {TT, FF} and Z= {TF, FT}. These 
are nonempty finite independent sets. U, VG Y,Z holds, but there is nothing in 
between which could be the join of U and V. 
By a slight change, the example also shows that Plotkin's construction does not 
preserve property L in the classical case. If a greatest element T is added to X, then, 
U, V_.G Y, Z G { T } holds, but U and V still have no join. This example does not apply 
in the stable case, because the addition of T makes the sets U, V, Y, and Z dependent. 
Since N preserves property L connected with algebraicity, it makes sense to ask 
whether it also preserves distributivity of the complete lattices +{z}. This is not the 
case. Consider the following domain X: 
a b /\ /\ 
a~ a2 b2 
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In this domain, every lower cone J,{x} is a distributive lattice. Let C= {a, b}. The sets 
{al,bl}, {az, b2}, and {al,bz} are independent and below C. We can compute: 
{a,,b2Im({al,bl} c {a2,b2})={al, bz}r~{a,b }={al,b2}; 
. WJ 
({a,,b2}n{a,,b,}) C({a,,b2} m {a2,b2})= {_1_ } C{_l_ } ={a}.  
This shows the lattice J, {C} in ~X is not distributive. 
Bifiniteness as it is known from the classical case can be defined in the stable 
context, too. The definition looks like the classical one [6, 15]: 
A function f: X--*X is a deflation i f f f _  id holds 3 and f has a finite image f iX ] .  
A function f: X~X is idempotent iffs. f=f  An scpo X is bifinite iff the identity of X is 
the join of a directed set of idempotent deflations. X is co-bifinite iff the identity is the 
join of an ascending sequence of idempotent deflations. The "bifinites" of [1] corres- 
pond to our e~-bifinites with least element. 
Although algebraicity is not mentioned in these definitions, every bifinite scpo is 
stably algebraic with property I [1]. In contrast o the classical case, stable deflations 
are always idempotent as shown in [1]. Thus, the word "idempotent" is redundant in 
the definitions above. 
Our goal is to show that the class of bifinite domains is closed under ~. Remember 
that ~' forms a functor in the category of scpo's with the map M: [X~Y]~ 
[~X- -*~Y]  of Section 3.3. The first step is to consider the behavior of a functor 
operating on functions with finite image. 
Proposition 9.6. Let ~ be a functor in SCPO that preserves the class of finite scpo's. 
Then for all scpo's X and Y holds: l f  f : X~ Y is a morphism with finite image, then 
o~ f : o~ X--. o~ Y has finite image again. 
Proof. Let Z = { • E[ E ~_f[X], m E exists}. This is a finite scpo in the order inherited 
from Y, and the order embedding e:Z~ Y is stable. The original morphismfmay be 
corestricted to f ' :  X--,Z such that f=  e o f '  Then o~f= o~ (e of ')  = ~-e o o~f' follows. 
o~f' maps from ~,~X to ~,~Z, and the latter is finite because o~ preserves finiteness. 
Thus, the image of ~-f  is finite. 
The claim of the Proposition is needed to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 9.7. Let ~ be a J~mctor in SCPO whose functional part is continuous when 
considered a family of higher-order functions o~:[X- - .Y ] - - * [~X- -*~Y] .  IJ 
preserves finiteness, then it also preserves bifiniteness and e)-bifiniteness. 
Proof. Let X be an (~0-) bifinite domain. Then, there is a (countable) directed set ~ of 
functions from X to X with finite image such that LJ~ = id. By continuity of ~- and 
3This refers to the stable order in the stable case. 
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Proposition 9.6, ~ [@] is a (countable) directed set of functions from ~X to YX  with 
finite image, whose join is ~ id= id. Thus, ~X is (~-) bifinite again. [] 
Since the functional part of the functor N is even stable by Proposition 4.6, we 
conclude the following result. 
Corollary 9.8. If X is (o-) biflnite, then so is ~X.  
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